Background: Prompt reperfusion and post-resuscitation care, including targeted temperature
Introduction
It is estimated that each year one in 3,000 individuals will suffer from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA). Despite the implementation of an emergency system with rapid ambulance dispatch, standardization of resuscitation, advanced life support, access to prompt invasive reperfusion techniques and post-resuscitation care including targeted temperature management (TTM), the discharge survival rate among OHCA patients is barely 24% [1] .
Besides TTM, other time-and resource-consuming techniques, which have shown survival benefit in selected patients, can be implemented during an intensive care unit (ICU) stay. This increasing number of treatment options with preventive potential, together with limited resources, force physicians to make choices based on subjective judgments and available general ICU risk estimation tools. Although there are several scoring tools to evaluate inhospital mortality risk of post-cardiac arrest (CA) patients admitted to ICU, were developed before TTM became widely used. Thus, their predictive value in actively cooled OHCA patients is limited [2, 3] . In order to support physicians and optimize treatment decisions in this cohort of patients, a dedicated risk score is needed. Therefore, the aim of this research project was to develop a risk prediction model for the in-hospital mortality of post-CA patients treated with TTM.
Methods

Study design and study population
The clinical data of 376 patients who underwent TTM between 2012 and 2016 and were collected in the Polish Hypothermia Registry were retrospectively analysed. The Polish Hypothermia Registry is a project initiated by the Polish Society of Cardiology and coordinated by the Medical University of Warsaw, Poland. The study was approved by the local Bioethics Committee. The nature of the registry required all centers to enter clinical data of patients prospectively and anonymously, using a web-based secured panel connected to a central database. There were no specific exclusion criteria, and all patients who received TTM (n= 376) were included in the analysis. The collected data included demographic information and peri-event information, including time to cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), time to return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC), presence of witnesses, comorbidities, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score, index diagnosis, need for percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), use of early cooling, type of stationary cooling technique, incidence of shock at each timepoint throughout the in-hospital course, duration of cooling, complications, early outcome, duration of hospital stay, and clinical and neurological outcome at discharge.
Definitions and standard care procedures
All participating centres used a dedicated TTM protocol (Suppl. 1). Any patient admitted due to OHCA who met the inclusion criteria (ROSC, GCS below 8 points, time from CPR below 4 h) was qualified for TTM. The survivors were assessed using the Mild Therapeutic Hypothermia (MTH) Scale which was developed to identify patients at increased risk of TTM-associated adverse events. It consists of 5 elements, each counted as 1 point (Table 1) . To exclude intracerebral bleeding if suspected, a brain computed tomography (CT) scan was performed. All patients in whom a cardiac cause of CA was suspected underwent a coronary angiogram followed by PCI if indicated. The first cooling phase was initiated simultaneously with PCI using intravenous cool fluids and continued with stationary cooling systems (surface or endovascular) in the ICU. The targeted temperature of 32-36°C was maintained for 24-36 h. After rewarming and extubating, patients who remained haemodynamically stable were transferred to the general ward.
Statistical analysis and identification of predictors
The statistical analysis was conducted with IBM SPSS Statistics 24. Continuous variables with a normal distribution are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) and those with a skewed distribution as the median with interquartile range (IQR). Categorical variables are presented as absolute values and percentages. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare pairs of related samples, and the Pearson correlation coefficient was used for continuous variables. The adequacy of the analysed variables was assessed by fitting corresponding models and investigating the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). All tests were 2-sided, and the level of significance was set at 0.05.
Results
Group characteristics
Three hundred seventy-six post-CA patients treated with TTM were included in the study. Most of them were men (n = 301; 80.1%; p < 0.001). The mean age of the studied population was 59.2 ± 12.9 years. One out of 5 patients had a history of myocardial infarction (n = 78; 20.7%), and almost half of the group suffered from hypertension (n = 166; 44.1%; p < 0.05). Other comorbidities are listed in Table 2 .
Characteristics of OHCA
Most of the CAs were witnessed (n = 268; 77.7%; p < 0.001). The initial rhythm in most of the patients was ventricular fibrillation or pulseless ventricular tachycardia (73.8%).
In more than half of the CA patients, CPR was initiated by paramedics (60.7%; p < 0.05).
The mean time from CA to CPR was 7.2 ± 8.6 min and from CA to ROSC 30.2 ± 57.3 min.
Almost half of the CA survivors had a GCS of 3 after the ROSC (n = 147; 49.5%) and at the time of admission to hospital (n = 161; 47.4%). Twenty-one percent of survivors were in cardiogenic shock. The pre-cooling body temperature was 36.3 ± 0.7°C. In almost half of the patients, the time from CA to ROSC was greater than 20 min (44.9%; p < 0.05), and in 26.5% the CA to CPR time was greater than 10 min. CA was not witnessed in 22.3% of patients.
Non-shockable rhythm was initially registered in 20.8% of patients. One in 10 (11.4%) patients experienced in-hospital CA.
Almost half of the patients scored 1 point in the MTH Scale (p < 0.001). Only 1 patient scored 5 points (0.4%). Details are shown in Table 3 .
Mortality
In-hospital mortality was 18.6% (70 patients). Most deaths occurred after completion of the TTM procedure (53 out of 70 patients; 75.7%), mainly due to multiorgan failure secondary to cardiac shock. The average time between admission and death was 15 days (range: 1-156 days).
Predictive value of the Polish Hypothermia Registry Risk Score
Based on the results of the multivariate logistic regression model, a set of potential predictors of in-hospital mortality was identified. The greatest predictive values were confirmed for age and MTH scale score. To simplify the use of these predictors, a dedicated The predictive value of PHR-RS was expressed by an AUC of 0.74, and it was the same after adding sex to the equation (Fig. 1) .
Discussion
In this study, we described a simple model predicting a high probability of in-hospital death in patients after OHCA treated with TTM. The inputs of our model were the patient's age and MTH scale score, which includes time to CPR, time to ROSC, in-hospital localization of CA, whether the CA was witnessed or not, and whether the first rhythm was shockable. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to propose a scale enabling the prediction of the probability of in-hospital mortality in patients after OHCA with sufficient strength. Its use does not require any biochemical data or data from patient medical history and is based mainly on information from OHCA and CPR. There is a need for prognostic tools in this very demanding group of patients to help in decision-making about an escalation of medical treatment. PHR-RS may provide reliable data about patient in-hospital mortality risk, which would be useful when providing the information to patient family members.
Most studies on prediction factors in OHCA survivors date back to an era before the common use of TTM. In a meta-analysis of 79 studies involving 142, 740 patients after OHCA, the pooled survival rate to hospital discharge was 7.6% and failed to improve significantly despite technological advances. This meta-analysis included studies carried out between 1950 and 2008, when TTM was not commonly used.. The influence of TTM was not evaluated, but the authors reported that patients with witnessed OHCA, ventricular fibrillation/ventricular tachycardia (VF/VT), and in whom ROSC was achieved, had a greater chance of being discharged from the hospital [4] . Early CPR/defibrillation performed by a bystander or members of a medical team, CA occurrence outside the home, the presence of initial shockable rhythms, and quick ROSC were shown to be better prognostic factors in several other studies [5] [6] [7] [8] . Wibrandt et al. [6] reported that VT/VF as initial rhythm, the cardiac etiology of OHCA and time to ROSC < 20 min were strong predictors of both survival and favourable neurological outcomes. In a recent Polish study on pre-hospital death predictors in OHCA victims, Gach et al. [9] reported that univariate analysis indicated 6 predictors of death: OHCA without witnesses, OHCA in a public place, no bystander CPR, no bystander cardiac massage, initial diagnosis of non-shockable cardiac rhythm and the amount of drugs used for CPR. However, logistic regression confirmed that only the lack of bystander cardiac massage and non-shockable rhythm were independent determinants of prehospital death [9] . Among other recent reports, Aldhoon et al. [10] examined the factors affecting onemonth outcomes in 46 OHCA survivors treated with hypothermia. In this study, patients eventually discharged in good neurological condition were younger and had lower lactate level on admission. In addition, the underlying cause of CA was acute myocardial infarction [10] .
The data on the influence of sex on survival are conflicting, with some studies reporting better survival in women [5, 11] , another in men [12] , and in some no difference between the sexes was observed [13, 14] . The literature is lacking in studies evaluating how comorbidities influence survival. Only Fabbri et al. [15] reported that no history of hypertension, diabetes, myocardial infarction, or congestive heart failure were positive outcome predictors after OHCA. It is known that lactate level [10] and pH [8] are important in terms of survival prognosis after OHCA. Whittaker et al. [8] used a multivariate logistic regression analysis to demonstrate that an initial pH ≤ 7.1, among other factors, was a predictor of in-hospital mortality after OHCA. Aldhoon et al. [10] showed that OHCA survivors who underwent TTM with a favourable outcome had lower lactate levels on admission and after 24 h of hospital treatment. The level of acidosis is often interpreted as a measurement of the length and adequacy of CPR, increasingly more studies emphasize the importance of this parameter [16] . The present model did not include biochemical parameters because the aim was to create a quick and easy to use scale that could be calculated in the emergency room even prior to obtaining blood test results. The main limitation of the present study is a lack of external validation of the proposed risk score. An international registry would allow for the confirmation of the predictive value in a multinational patient population treated according to various local protocols. Also, bias related to the relative weight of each center and the unbalanced distribution of the TTM procedure could not excluded. However, all centers used one standardised TTM protocol. Furthermore, there was a relatively small group of patients included in the study. Finally, the MTH score was assigned based on expert opinions and has never been validated by any clinical data set.
Krawczyk et al. [17] emphasised the need for discussion and education when they reported that the TTM procedure in Polish ICUs is underused. The most common limitations include a lack of dedicated devices, logistical issues and a misunderstanding or misinterpretation of published evidence. Herein, is hypothesized that the PHR-RS, as a simple predictive model, may help in TTM implementation.
Another issue is the neurological prognostication in post-CA survivors. The SPAME trial revealed that most large university hospitals in Europe had a standard operating protocol for TTM. However, only a minority used a standard operating protocol for neurological prognostication, giving electroencephalography and brain CT scans the highest priority [18] .
PHR-RS was not evaluated as a neurological prognostication tool.
Conclusions
The PHR-RS is a simple tool that may be useful in the prediction of the in-hospital mortality in OHCA patients treated with TTM. The PHR-RS was created based on the multicentre register and includes age and MTH score. 
